
DESIGN BETTER. PRODUCE FASTER.

Browzwear is a pioneer of 3D apparel solutions, working hand-in-hand 
with designers and apparel companies of all sizes to drive forward the 
apparel industry’s digital transformation. Through its industry-leading 3D 
design software, advanced visualization capabilities, and expanding digital 
ecosystem, Browzwear enables its users to leverage the power of true-to-
life 3D technology to build end-to-end digital workflows, from design and 
development through to marketing and production.

Accelerating time-to-markett 
&  achieving business goals

Reducing textile waste & 
cutting back on resource-
intensive tasks

ENABLING GROWTH THROUGH DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Improving garment 
quality to boost customer 
satisfaction and reduce 
product returns

Enjoying fluid and effective 
collaboration across 
departments

Making smarter decisions 
based on true-to-life 
digital prototypes 

DRIVE
THE APPAREL INDUSTRY'S 

DIGITAL 
TRANSFORMATION
WITH BROWZWEAR



Planning Pattern Making Fabric Digitalization 3D Design Samples and Fit Review  Manufacturing Selling

Create your design 
concept in any  
2D application  

and import it into 
VStitcher

Craft your patterns 
from scratch or 

import them into 
VStitcher from any 2D 

CAD software

Translate physical 
fabrics into  

true-to-life 3D for 
uncompromisingly 

accurate visualization

Leverage  
a comprehensive 
suite of advanced 

digital garment 
creation tools

Achieve an accurate 
fit through advanced 

visualization 
capabilities 

Make smarter  
and faster decisions 

through an interactive 
and collaborative 

platform

Send your designs 
straight to production 

by generating  
a production-ready 

tech pack 

Upgrade the 
online shopping 
experience with 
true-to-life 3D 

garments

Feedback Through smart data flow, the 3D garment is continuously updated 
to meet consumer demands and ultimately reduce returns. 

Drive The Apparel Industry’s Digital Transformation With Browzwear 

THE END-TO-END DIGITAL APPAREL PROCESS
With Browzwear, apparel manufacturers can seamlessly translate 3D garments into physical pieces with 
minimal textile waste throughout the process. Through a combination of advanced digital showcasing 
tools to robust PLM and Asset Management systems, manufacturers can leverage an intuitive and 

collaborative workflow, enabling stakeholders to decide upon a single source of truth.



COMPANIES ON THE 3D JOURNEY 
WITH BROWZWEAR

400+
  Design schools teach

  Browzwear

1000+
 Companies operate

  with Browzwear

60+
 Tech partners add value to
customers with Browzwear

Selling



With Browzwear over 650 global apparel brands 
and manufacturers are successfully shifting from 
traditionally time-consuming and wasteful practices 
to fully digital workflows to speed up time to market, 
enhance environmental sustainability, and boost 
business efficiency.  Browzwear continuously 
develops its products based on customer feedback 
and evolving industry trends, catering to the specific 
needs of each business to achieve optimum results.

By digitizing the apparel value chain, fashion 
companies can ensure that the people, products, 
and processes involved remain aligned throughout, 
in order to make informed, digital-driven business 
decisions and ultimately sell smarter.

www.browzwear.com

SCAN HERE
FOR MORE DETAILSABOUT BROWZWEAR


